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We can say that car is the most popular method of transport. There are 
thousands of different models of cars. All innovations are moving forward 
and soon we will see cars that can fly. 
Maybe flying cars will help us to avoid too many crashes and tramps. 
We know that unusual plane was invented by American company a couple 
of  years ago. This plane can ride on the roads and even can be parked in 
the garage. And a company from Massachusetts named “Terrafugia” began 
to develop this car. This car will resemble a Holicopter. At the Bloomberg 
conference Toyota`s representative said that the company considers 
developing cars that can fly in the air. But this car will fly only a few 
metres above the road. Such cars will work like а hovercraft. This 
innovations will make friction lower. 
On the Pioneers Festival a version of flying car named “AeroMobil” 
was presented. We can compare sizes of AeroMobile with car of the 
executive class. Flying cars in average can fly at a distance of 750 
kilometers while the usual car can drive 850 kilometers. Scientists promise 
to start producing flying cars by 2020 year. Today we information about 
flying buggy. Lightweight construction of the car named Parajet SkyCar, 
coupled with a propeller, allows it to fly in the sky. You need just open the 
parachute and fly. Real adventurers can make experience to take off right 
from the road. But the flying buggy with the parachute doesn`t corresponds 
to the characteristics of the high quality city transport. Because it has 
problems with taking off, and with landing. 
The design of flying car of the future should be safe for the driver, 
passengers and others. This can be only achieved with control system in the 
form of autopilot that can independently control a flying car and correct 
human`s mistakes. 
In conclusion we can see that flying cars are our future. And they will 
be very useful for some jobs. First of all flying cars can be very good 
ambulances even in big cities. So it will be very big step to better life. We 
believe that humanity will make the age-old dream named flying car in the 
nearest future. Too many designers are scratching their heads over it. 
